
The  has shaken the New Normal
premise on which disaster recovery 
plans were built.

Faster time 
to deploy

Governance & 
compliance

High 
savings

Maximized 
security 
& scalability

Fast & 
reliable CX

You need more than a 
“doors open & lights-on” 
approach.

Voracious appetite for cloud: 
The cloud is the bright spot in market 
that’s reeling under the pandemic.

In the , era of remote work
don’t settle for latency-prone,
less-desirable CX.

Meet  surging customers’ demands
with an infrastructure that o�ers 
control, speed, & simplicity.

Accelerate cloud 
journey to digitize quickly 
& e�ectively.

New approach 
to disaster 
recovery

Optimized & 
undisrupted 

performance

High 
automation + AI

Demands of 
IoT devices for 

low latency

Customized 
integration 

& storage

OnDemand Contelli Insights

CONTINUAL FEEDBACK

BOT In-game

Phone

MEET CUSTOMERS 
ON THEIR TURF

Drive market share via a host of CX orchestration services 
that fit your specific business requirements. 

CUSTOMIZED SUITE OF CX SERVICES

Digital Customer Experiences (DCX) are powered by proprietary platforms: 
Movate Edison (CX transformation platform) & Movate OnDemand Gig CX ecosystem.

Empower service agents with the 
full context or details of the customer’s journey 
mapping across channels and personas. 
This can come from various sources: 
previous purchase, response to an ad, returns, 
and other touchpoints.

INGENIOUS WAYS 
TO CONNECT

Empower connections via humanized 
experiences and technological ingenuity 

in real-time. 
Craft relevant interactions via 

novel technologies.

Customer Service 
& Satisfaction 

OnDemand Gig 
Peer Experts 

Consumer Technical 
Support

Revenue 
Generation 

Customer 
Retention 

CX Transformation 
as-a-service

OnDemand

REPORT

TSIA-Movate
author report on
outsourcing

QE that’s focussed on the “value of quality”

Mature software development engineers in test 
(SDETs) engaging early in the cycle and domain-
aligned expertise

Automation-first & scaled test execution across 
SDLC

Full stack testing in legacy & cloud 
environments

Focus on CI/CD, Agile & DevSecOps

Continuous Innovation & Improvement at the 
core

THE EXPERIENCE ERA?
Is Your Traditional QA Ready for

Gartner states that 
traditional testing-oriented software 
quality methods fail
to drive innovation swiftly and lack the agility to respond to defects.

Today’s customers, employees and partners demand memorable experiences delivered seamlessly across channels 
and interaction points. “Quality” in the experience era entails UX, Quality of Service, Availability, Performance, Security, 
and more importantly, business impact delivered at speed and scale. 

Cloud, social and 
di�erentiated 
experiences have 
considerably raised 
end-user expectations 
for application quality 
and delivery. 

- Gartner

32%
of survey respondents 

mentioned that 26-35% 
of their teams comprised 

professional quality 
engineers. 

- World Quality Report

63%
rated cross-functional 
skills as "important" 
when executing 
an agile development 
program. 

- World Quality Report

49%
of survey respondents stated that helping biz 
        growth, outcomes and end-user satisfaction were 
                   top objectives for quality and testing activities.

- World Quality Report

TRADITIONAL QA FAILS TO MEET FUTURE DEMANDS
Traditional QA has not kept pace with the rapid transformation in the market. 

The testing scope garners significant complexity with the heightened need for evolving existing architectures, 
proliferation of new age technologies, and the mandate toward enterprise future-readiness.

ABOUT MOVATE : Movate, formerly CSS Corp, is a digital technology and customer experience services company committed to disrupting the industry with boundless agility, human-centered 
innovation, and a relentless focus on driving client outcomes. Recognized as one of the most awarded and analyst-accredited companies in its revenue range, Movate helps ambitious, growth-
oriented companies across industries stay ahead of the curve by leveraging its world-class talent of over 11,700+ full-time Movators across 20 global locations and a gig network of thousands 
of technology experts across 60 countries, speaking over 100 languages.

For more information, please send a mail to info@movate.com or visit www.movate.com Copyright © 2023 Movate Inc. All Rights Reserved

Schedule a free QE Assessment

Additional Information

FLYER

Partnership with 
Tricentis: services via 
testing platforms

WEBPAGE

Know more about Movate’s 
Digital Engineering 
Services (DES)

BLOG

Is Your Traditional 
QA Ready for the 
Experience Era?

BLOG

Part 2 - Orchestrating 
Holistic QE Transformation 
for Business Value

Fragmented 
governance 

or siloed 
approach

Dearth 
of qualified 

talent

Lack of standardized 
QA processes

Need for adopting 
emerging tools & 

technologies

Aligning QA 
with 

organizational 
goals

A few reasons 
why the traditional approach 

fails.

Enterprises traditionally look at the QA function as 
a costs center.

Across the stretch of product development, testing, 
and deployment cycle, the new age QE charter is 
imperative for enterprises to embrace the high-
cadence demand for quality. Now is the time to 
transform traditional QA from cost center to a value 
center with focus on adopting new age methodologies, 
domain, talent, automation and innovation.

QA that’s centered around the “cost of quality”

IT’S TIME 
TO SHIFT

Optimizing the technical debt from 
rework on the testing cases

Improving automation coverage to bring 
expected benefits on quality, time & cost

Ensuring testing is not an after though in 
the development lifecycle 

Improve delivery speed and testing is 
not the blocker 

Increase reusability or sharing between 
teams

BUT THE STRUGGLES ARE FOR REAL
Apart from viewing the traditional QA function as a cost center, enterprise leaders contend with critical challenges 
that impede the shift to new age QE that’s a value center.

A few of the struggles that loom large.

With tectonic market shifts underway, 
you need the RIGHT APPROACH to meet 
current and future needs.

Deciding on 
apt technology 
choices based 
on skills & 
requirements 

Standardizing 
diverse methods 
of working and 
measuring 
success

Performing a holistic 
QA assessment to 
understand wherein 
lies the problems of 
e�ciency, time-to-
market

Driving technology 
transformations  
with the right 
team, tools, skills, 
processes

Adopting an 
objective analytics-
based approach to 
identify best fit & 
enhancement 
roadmap

Ascertaining the 
right automation 
approaches for 
“broader automation 
coverage” 

…and more

SO, WHAT’S THE ANSWER
Movate’s holistic QE transformation is the way forward to 
address pain points such as customer escalations, dwindling 
CSAT, cratering QA team productivity, minimal automation 
coverage. 

In part 2 of this infographic series, we delve into the 5 Pillars 
that orchestrate holistic transformation for biz value.

76%
of leaders find improving speed 

with quality is key to 
achieving top business goals.

- Forrester

WORK WITH A TRUSTED VALUE PARTNER

300+ analyst recognitions & 75+ global awards. 
Here are a few.

EXPERIENCE 
ERA?

Is Your 
Traditional QA 
Ready for the 

SHIFT QE’S FOCUS 
FROM COST OF QUALITY TO VALUE OF QUALITY

Recognized as a  ‘ ’ Leader
in NelsonHall’s CX Services in 
Startups & Emerging Brands NEAT 
Assessment for multiple quadrants.

CX for Startups and Emerging Brands

Recognized as a global ‘ ’ Leader
in the ISG Contact Center Provider Lens in 
the AI & Analytics and Social Media CX 
quadrants for 3 years in a row.

Contact Center CX Services

Recognized as a ‘ ’ in the ISG Leader
Provider Lens in Future of Work Services and 
Solutions for Managed Workplace Services 
End User Technology Midmarket, U.S quadrant.

Future of Work 

Movate wins ‘ ’Silver Stevie
at the 21ST Annual American 
Business Awards®.

Movate recognized in the ‘Best 
Company Outlook 2023’
among top 100 organizations with 
the brightest future by Comparably.

Movate named  The Platinum Winner
in ‘IT Service Provider of the Year 2023
at the TITAN Business Awards.

ANALYST RECOGNITIONS

AWARDS

FLYER

Assess your 
QA maturity

https://www.movate.com/services/digital-engineering-and-insights/app-development-and-maintenance/
https://2673776.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/2673776/Movate%20Website%20Files/Reinventing%20your%20Quality%20Engineering.pdf
https://2673776.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/2673776/Movate%20Website%20Files/Assessing%20your%20QA%20maturity.pdf
https://www.movate.com/is-your-traditional-qa-ready-for-the-experience-era/
https://www.movate.com/orchestrating-holistic-qe-transformation-for-business-value/
https://www.movate.com/contact-us/

